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3 WAYS TO TAP MULTIPLE CHANNELS
TO EFFECTIVELY GROW YOUR EMAIL DATABASE!
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Email marketing can do wonders to your marketing strategy, only if you are using it well enough. As easy as 
it may sound, maintaining relevant email lists is not so easy. And if the email list itself is improper, a lot of your 
resources are getting spent in the direction where returns are not guaranteed. Common problems with email 
list consists of issues like non-existent email IDs and irrelevant email IDs. You not only need correct 
addresses, but also the correct target group through these addresses. It may be worthwhile for you to build 
an email acquisition plan to ensure your sales and marketing channels pipeline is never outdated. 

Email marketing is used by thousands of businesses of all sizes across the globe. Email marketing provides 
more opportunities for your business and drives a better ROI. With email marketing, you can create great 
relationships with a broad audience at a fraction of time.

Benefits of Email Marketing Include:

•  Maximizing Your Marketing ROI
•  Driving More Sales Conversions
•  Increasing Customer Loyalty And Profitability
•  Improving Tracking And Feedback

Here is how you can create a robust email acquisition plan:



01 eNewsletter Subscriptions

You can connect with your audience by asking them to sign up for your 

enewsletters. This can keep them updated with the latest happenings on 

your front. However you need to have a professional approach towards 

preparing this newsletter by featuring topics that capture the interest of 

your audience. You could consider preparing a month-by-month 

calendar and share these topics or even ask your target group for 

suggestions.
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02 Web Form Pages 

If your existing website has educational and informational resources, 

then you could probably attach a web form page with all of these 

resources. Doing this can get you connected with more B2B marketing 

sources. That itself is a huge jump as the needs and orders of a B2B 

segment are always higher than individual marketing. Along with this, 

informational content is always welcome for the marketers who are 

looking at expanding their businesses.
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03 Registering For Demo/
Trial of Your Product

Getting your audience to register for a free trial or a demo of your product 

is a sure shot way of getting access to correct and functional email IDs. 

Moreover, it is a great way to showcase your product and highlight its 

features and benefits. Be rest assured that a happy customer will not only 

use your product but also spread a good word about it.
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Some Important Tips:
In order to get the correct email IDs from your customers, here is what you need to keep in mind:

Tip 1: The sign up form that you create should be short and extremely simple. Not many people 
have the time or the inclination to fill up forms which have more than ten fields in them. So, figure 
out exactly what information you need from your customers and just stick to that. Apart from this, 
channels like social media can be used to get more contacts and email IDs. So do not consider 
form filling as the only true source of getting this information.

•Social Media Utility: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest etc. are some of the social 
media platforms that  you could use to collect this information. You could also look up your 
existing customers on these platforms  and create a brand promotion strategy for them or 
incorporate a referral program with promo codes for your existing customers to bring in 
more customers to you. You could also add a whole lot of links along with the content that 
you upload on the social media so as to redirect traffic to your website.
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Tip 2: Build in a real-time verification system in your form. The moment a person signs up, a 

verification mail goes to his/her email ID which allows him/her access to your website or 

products/services. This will save a lot of time and effort that you may have to put in later to 

authenticate and clean your email database. Also, if a customer is really interested in your offering, 

the link that goes with the verification mail will be utilized or else the customer will drop out in this 

stage itself. Therefore, this method really gives you the access to genuine customers.

 With the aforesaid tips handy, you can grow your email list and reach out to more customers 

effectively.
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About Us 
Techno Data Group is b2b marketing firm in Wilmington, Delaware focusing on business success. 
Our solutions comprise of complete database marketing solutions, market research insights and 
marketing services that secure your business with relevant leads to drive your business forward to 
achieve sustainable growth. 

We work with some of the world’s leading brands and Fortune 500 companies. We are proud to 
say that we are their preferred database partners.
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